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Passaglia, Christopher L., Frederick A. Dodge, and Robert B. recently been used to study patterns of activity generated by
Barlow. Cell-based model of the Limulus lateral eye. J. Neurophys- ensembles of retinal neurons, but neither technique has yet
iol. 80: 1800–1815, 1998. We present a cell-based model of the proven practical for use with behaving animals. An alterna-
Limulus lateral eye that computes the eye’s input to the brain in tive approach is to construct a realistic computational model
response to any specified scene. Based on the results of extensive of the eye from anatomic and physiological data. Becausephysiological studies, the model simulates the optical sampling of

of their relative simplicity, the eyes of lower vertebrates andvisual space by the array of retinal receptors (ommatidia), the
invertebrates appear to offer the best opportunities (Teeterstransduction of light into receptor potentials, the integration of
et al. 1997; Werblin 1991). The lateral eye of the horseshoeexcitatory and inhibitory signals into generator potentials, and the
crab, Limulus polyphemus, is a particularly attractive modelconversion of generator potentials into trains of optic nerve im-

pulses. By simulating these processes at the cellular level, model system because it processes visual information with rela-
ommatidia can reproduce response variability resulting from noise tively few retinal receptors using integrative mechanisms
inherent in the stimulus and the eye itself, and they can adapt to shared by many higher animals (Barlow 1969; Ratliff 1974),
changes in light intensity over a wide operating range. Programmed and it extracts sufficient information from underwater scenes
with these realistic properties, the model eye computes the simulta- to enable horseshoe crabs to find mates (Barlow et al. 1982).
neous activity of its ensemble of optic nerve fibers, allowing us to Precise measurements of the animal’s visual performanceexplore the retinal code that mediates the visually guided behavior

(Herzog et al. 1996; Powers et al. 1991) guide our studiesof the animal in its natural habitat. We assess the accuracy of
and provide important tests of model predictions.model predictions by comparing the response recorded from a

Quantitative analyses of the Limulus eye began with thesingle optic nerve fiber to that computed by the model for the
pioneering studies of Hartline and Ratliff (1957, 1958).corresponding receptor. Correlation coefficients between recorded

and computed responses were typically ú95% under laboratory Building on the discovery of lateral inhibition in this eye
conditions. Parametric analyses of the model together with optic (Hartline 1949), they formulated a linear model of the eye’s
nerve recordings show that animal-to-animal variation in the opti- integrative mechanisms and confirmed its predictions with
cal and neural properties of the eye do not alter significantly its recordings of steady-state responses from single optic nerve
response to objects having the size and speed of horseshoe crabs. fibers (Ratliff and Hartline 1959). Barlow and Quarles
The eye appears robustly designed for encoding behaviorally im- (1975) modified the Hartline-Ratliff formulation to includeportant visual stimuli. Simulations with the cell-based model pro-

an essential nonlinearity (Barlow and Lange 1974) andvide insights about the design of the Limulus eye and its encoding
showed that the modified formulation accurately predictedof the animal’s visual world.
the eye’s spatial Mach-band response patterns. Knight et al.
(1970) and Ratliff et al. (1974) further modified the Hartline-

I N T R O D U C T I O N Ratliff formulation to extend it into the temporal domain.
Coleman and Renninger (1974, 1978) then used the model

What information does the eye transmit to the brain when to investigate the oscillatory properties of the inhibitory net-
an animal sees? Pioneering attempts to answer this question work. Models were also developed to simulate excitatory
by recording from single optic nerve fibers yielded important processes of the retina. Fuortes and Hodgkin (1964) em-
discoveries about how the retina processes information. Per- ployed a cascade of linear filters to model the time course
haps the most fundamental one is that a retinal ganglion cell of excitatory signals generated by photoreceptor cells. Dodge
integrates visual signals over a limited region of space, et al. (1968) extended their model, proposing that discrete
termed its ‘‘receptive field’’ (Barlow 1953; Hartline 1938; photon responses, termed quantum bumps, sum to produce
Kuffler 1953). Much has since been learned about receptive the excitatory signals and that light adaptation acts by modu-
fields and other integrative properties of retinal neurons by lating the amplitude of these bumps. Wong et al. (1980) and
studying their physiology, pharmacology, and synaptic con- Wong and Knight (1980) later formalized this idea into the
nectivity (review: Dowling 1987). It is difficult, however, ‘‘adapting bump model’’ of phototransduction. Finally, Bro-
to infer from such single-cell studies the information trans- die et al. (1978b) developed a comprehensive model of the
mitted by arrays of optic nerve fibers to the brain about the eye based on its spatial and temporal transfer functions and
complex patterns of illumination animals encounter in their with this model predicted the responses of single optic nerve
natural habitat. fibers to moving stimuli (Brodie et al. 1978a). Each of these

The direct approach for studying retinal coding of natural studies yielded important insights about properties of the
scenes would be to record simultaneously from large num- lateral eye and its response to light under specific conditions.
bers of optic nerve fibers. Multielectrode arrays (Meister et Our goal is to understand how the eye encodes visual

information in the animal’s natural habitat. An appropriateal. 1994) and voltage-sensitive dyes (Wong et al. 1995) have
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model for this purpose must incorporate the excitatory and
inhibitory mechanisms of the eye, as existing models have
done, as well as simulate the optical properties of the eye,
the mechanisms of photoreceptor adaptation, and the noise
inherent in the eye and light stimulus. For these reasons, we
constructed a cell-based model of the Limulus lateral eye
that has all of these features. It treats the retina as an array
of noisy neurons that sample visual space at discrete loca-
tions and adapt to changes in ambient illumination. This
configuration of the model enables us to examine issues of
retinal coding such as the detection of signals in the presence
of neural noise, the signaling capacity of single and multiple
neurons, the robustness of putative codes under diverse light-
ing conditions, and the role of different retinal mechanisms
in visually guided behavior.

We develop here the cell-based model from its experimen-
tal foundations, compute with it the eye’s response to crab-
like stimulus patterns, evaluate its accuracy by comparing
computed responses to those recorded from single optic
nerve fibers, and explore its sensitivity to variations in pa-
rameters. Model simulations yield insights about the design
of the eye and its ability to detect behaviorally important
stimuli in the animal’s natural habitat.

C E L L - B A S E D M O D E L O F T H E E Y E

The Limulus lateral eye views the world with a hexagonally
packed array of Ç1,000 retinal receptors, or ommatidia (Fig. 1A).
As shown schematically in Fig. 1B, the cylindrical corneal lens (l)
of each ommatidium focuses incident light through an aperture (a)
formed by the processes of pigment cells (p) onto the photosensi-
tive rhabdomeres (b) of 10–12 retinular cells (r). Each retinular
cell transduces the incident light into a photocurrent that flows
passively into the eccentric cell (e) through gap junctions in its
dendrite. The individual photocurrents of retinular cells sum to-
gether in the eccentric cell forming a depolarizing ‘‘receptor poten-
tial’’ that is readily recorded with a microelectrode impaling the
soma of the eccentric cell. The summed excitatory photocurrent
propagates passively through the soma and down the axon to the
spike-generation site (x). Self- and lateral-inhibitory currents (i)
triggered by the spikes of the eccentric cell itself and those of its
neighbors also propagate to the spike-generation site via a dense
neuropil of synaptic connections. There the excitatory and inhibi-
tory currents sum to produce a ‘‘generator potential’’ that the spike
generator encodes as a train of action potentials. The spike train
propagates backward to the soma and along axon collaterals to FIG. 1. A: Limulus lateral eye. Dark spots in photograph are individual

ommatidia. Width of eye Ç1 cm. B: schematic drawing of an ommatidiumexert self- and lateral inhibition and forward along the optic nerve
in the lateral eye. l, lens; a, aperture; b, rhabdomere; r, retinular cell; p,to the brain to mediate behavior.
pigment cell; e, eccentric cell; i, synaptic sites of self and lateral inhibition;The block diagram of Fig. 1C outlines how optical and neural
x, site of spike generation. Diameter of ommatidium Ç250 mm. C: func-mechanisms of an ommatidium combine in our cell-based model
tional diagram of optical and neural mechanisms operating in the lateralof the Limulus eye. The model consists of a network of such
eye that transform visual scenes into patterns of optic nerve activity, or

ommatidial elements linked together by mutually inhibitory con- neural images.
nections. Although the model ommatidia are individually program-
mable, we assigned identical properties to them all using values

edge of both the field of view and direction of view of each omma-derived from empiric measurements of intact eyes. Although these
tidium.properties change with time of day as a result of efferent activity

The direction of view of an ommatidium is determined by thegenerated by a circadian clock located in the brain (review: Barlow
orientation of its optic axis. It is convenient to express the orienta-et al. 1989), all model simulations presented here apply to lateral
tion of an optic axis by its angle of divergence from the optic axiseyes in their ‘‘daytime’’ state.
of an adjacent ommatidium. For horseshoe crabs indigenous to
North Atlantic waters, such interommatidial angles average Ç67Optical transformation of visual scenes
but vary systematically such that the anteroventral region of the
eye has minimal values, i.e., maximal resolution (Herzog and Bar-The multifaceted compound eye transforms visual scenes into

points of light incident on its array of ommatidia. An accurate low 1992; Weiner and Chamberlain 1993). Because our stimulus
display illuminated about one-quarter of the eye’s visual field, wedescription of how the array samples visual space requires knowl-
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limited the size of our model to a 16 1 16 array of ommatidia in the eye, all model ommatidia are assigned the same acceptance
angle (Dr Ç 2.35sa).the central region of the retina. Anatomic and physiological studies

(Fig. 2A) show that interommatidial angles of adjacent columns of We specify the relative light intensities In(t) incident at time t
on all n ommatidia of the model by first convolving individualthis array are roughly constant, but those of adjacent rows vary

such that the eye samples visual space more densely below the frames of the video input with the spread function A(r). We then
extract from the blurred images the pixel values at points of inter-horizon (Barlow et al. 1984; Dodge and Kaplan 1977; Herzog and

Barlow 1992; Weiner and Chamberlain 1993). We fit the diver- section {ui ,fj} with the optic axes of corresponding ommatidia
{i,j} in the crab eye as shown in Fig. 2B. Normalizing the individualgence of optic axes with the following empiric equations that map

the array of optic axes from retinal coordinates {i,j} to angular pixel values of an image by their collective mean over all images
yields the relative light intensities In(t) incident on the ommatidialcoordinates {ui ,fj}
array at discrete moments in time.

ui Å 6i (1)

fj Å 3j / 0.15j2 / 0.01j3 (2) Retinal processing of visual scenes

where ui is the angle of azimuth (in degrees) of column i relative The retina processes visual scenes using excitatory and inhibi-
to that of the middle column of the array and fj is the angle of tory mechanisms of phototransduction, self inhibition, and lateral
elevation (in degrees) of row j relative to that of the row viewing inhibition (Fig. 1C). We incorporate these mechanisms in an equiv-
the horizon. From these relationships, we generate the sampling alent circuit of an ommatidium, shown in Fig. 3. This is the simplest
mosaic of ommatidia shown in Fig. 2B. circuit that explicitly accounts for the electrical separation between

The field of view of an ommatidium can be conveniently ex- the sites of phototransduction in retinular cells and spike generation
pressed by its acceptance angle, Dr, which is the angular width in eccentric cells (Purple and Dodge 1965). We base the two-
of its field at half-maximal sensitivity. Acceptance angles are typi- compartment model on extensive intracellular recordings from the
cally Ç67 during the day (Barlow et al. 1980). At night, efferent soma of eccentric cells: the integrators of excitation and inhibition
signals from the circadian clock in the brain change the structure in the retina.
of ommatidia that result in a doubling of their acceptance angles. We model phototransduction of incident light intensity by the
We approximate the light-collecting ability of ommatidia with a nth ommatidium with a time-dependent excitatory conductance
normalized Gaussian point-spread function A(r) of spatial scale sa gEn(t) having an equilibrium potential VE that yields the receptor

potential £Sn(t) recorded from the eccentric-cell soma. This light-
A(r) Å 1

2ps2
a

expS0 r2

2s2
a
D (3) sensitive conductance acts in parallel with the passive electrical

properties of the soma represented by resistance RS and capacitance
CS . The somatic compartment is coupled to an axonal compartment
by resistance RC. The coupling resistance represents the shortwhere r is the angle (in degrees) of incidence with respect to the

optic axis. Because no evidence exists for regional differences in length of passive membrane separating the soma from the synaptic

FIG. 2. A: angle of azimuth (left) and
elevation (right) of optic axes of adjacent
columns and rows of ommatidia in the cen-
ter of the eye. s, physiological measure-
ments of Dodge and Kaplan (1977); ●, ana-
tomic measurements by Herzog and Barlow
(1992). Solid lines give the empiric fits
used in the model. B: schematic illustration
of how the ommatidial array samples an
underwater scene based on these measure-
ments. j, show where ommatidial axes in-
tersect the scene. Horizontally and verti-
cally elongated ellipses denote a row and
column of ommatidia, respectively.
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[gE(t) 0 gV E]2 Å lU rTra
V

2 (7)

where gV E is the mean excitatory conductance (mS), lV is the mean
bump rate (bumps/s), T is the effective bump duration (s), and a

V

is the mean bump amplitude (mS). Bars indicate that these are
steady-state values of time-dependent variables.

In their analysis of the frequency response of the receptor poten-
tial to flickering light, Dodge and colleagues (1968) found that
bump duration decreases by a factor of 4 as light intensity increases
by a factor of 105. Because the mean bump rate lV is proportional

FIG. 3. Electrical equivalent circuit of an ommatidium. Our model of to mean light intensity, we can express this weak dependence of
the Limulus lateral eye links many such cell-based circuits together into a bump duration on light level by the following empiric equationneural network. gEn(t), light-modulated excitatory conductance of the nth
ommatidium; VE , equilibrium potential of excitatory conductance (60 mV); T Å QlU 00.12, lU x 0 (8)
RS and CS , resistance (20.2 MV) and capacitance (0.002 mF) of soma; vSn(t),
receptor potential of somatic compartment; RC, coupling resistance (5.2 where the parameter Q sets the bump duration for a given experi-
MV); RA and CA, resistance (8.0 MV) and capacitance (0.001 mF) of axon ment. Dodge and colleagues (1968) also found, as have others
collaterals; gSIn(t), self-inhibitory conductance; gLIn(t), lateral-inhibitory con- (Barlow and Kaplan 1977; Fuortes 1959; Hartline et al. 1952;
ductance; VI , equilibrium potential of inhibitory conductances (015 mV); MacNichol 1956), that under steady-state conditions the steady-
C, electrogenic pump of constant current (00.25 nA); £An(t), generator state plateau of the receptor potential increases with the logarithmpotential of axonal compartment; fn(t), train of optic nerve impulses. Voltage

of light intensity over an equally wide range. We can expressterms are defined relative to an arbitrary resting potential.
this logarithmic relationship as a dependence of mean excitatory
conductance gV E on mean bump rate lV using the following empiricneuropil region where the axon generates nerve impulses. The
equationpassive electrical properties of the numerous axon collaterals form-

ing the synaptic neuropil are lumped into resistance RA and capaci-
g
V E Å 0.021rlog10 S1 / lU

1.4D (9)tance CA that operate in parallel with two variable inhibitory con-
ductances, gSIn(t) and gLIn(t), having an equilibrium potential VI .
Self-inhibitory (SI) inputs from the eccentric cell and lateral inhibi- In relating the frequency response of the receptor potential and itstory (LI) inputs from its neighbors modulate gSIn(t) and gLIn(t), noise characteristics, Dodge and colleagues (1968) concluded thatrespectively, to inhibit the eccentric cell response after it or its increasing light intensity decreases the amplitude of quantumneighbors fires a spike. A putative electrogenic pump near the bumps. Combining Eqs. 6, 8, and 9, we can express this dependencespike-generation site provides a source of constant current C that of mean bump amplitude a

V
on mean bump rate lV asdepends on the mean firing rate (Fohlmeister et al. 1977; Smith et

al. 1968). The combined action of all these elements yields a gener-
ator potential £An(t) in the axonal compartment. A leaky integrate-
and-fire encoder (Knight 1972) then converts the generator poten- a

V
Å

0.021rlog10 S1 / lU

1.4D
QlU 0.88

(10)
tial into a train of optic nerve impulses, fn(t), which we represent
as sequences of delta functions at their times of occurrence.

The modulation of mean bump amplitude by light constitutes theThe two-compartment model of an ommatidium yields the fol-
photoreceptor mechanism of light adaptation known as the ‘‘adapt-lowing pair of differential equations for computing the receptor
ing bump model.’’potential in the soma £Sn(t) and generator potential in the axon

We present here a dynamic version of the adapting bump model
£An(t) to convert time-dependent changes in incident light intensity into

changes in excitatory conductance. We model the adaptation of
CS

d£Sn

dt
Å

£An
0 £Sn

RC

0
£Sn

RS

0 gEn
(t)r(£Sn

0 VE) (4) quantum bumps as a dynamic interaction of two competing pro-
cesses, shrinkage and growth, which modulate the number of avail-
able clusters of ion channels in the photoreceptor membrane. InCA

d£An

dt
Å

£Sn
0 £An

RC

0
£An

RA

0 [gSIn
(t) / gLIn

(t)]r(£An
0 VI) / C (5)

this model, a rhodopsin molecule excited by photon absorption
triggers a biochemical cascade that opens a cluster of ion channelswhere the voltage terms are defined relative to an arbitrary resting
in the retinular cell membrane, thereby producing a bump. Otherpotential. We next describe the processes of phototransduction and
rhodopsin molecules excited at the same time activate differentinhibition that define the three time-varying conductances gEn(t), clusters of channels to generate other bumps. We define the numbergSIn(t), and gLIn(t) necessary for solving Eqs. 4 and 5.
of clusters g(t) available for activation at time t as

PHOTOTRANSDUCTION gEn(t). In phototransduction, a rhodopsin
g(t) Å amax/an(t) (11)molecule activated by photon absorption triggers events that cause

a momentary increase in excitatory conductance and a discrete where amax is the maximum bump amplitude (in conductance units,
change in membrane potential termed a ‘‘quantum bump’’ (Adolph

mS) generated by opening all of the channels in the membrane and
1964; Fuortes and Yeandle 1964; Yeandle 1957). Clearly detect-

an(t) is the expected bump amplitude at time t. Following activa-
able at low light levels, quantum bumps are Poisson distributed in tion, the cluster of channels immediately dissociates into smaller
time with an average rate of occurrence that is directly proportional clusters reducing the average amplitude of bumps generated by
to the incident light intensity. They are also similar in shape but subsequent photon absorptions. This shrinkage of bump amplitude,
vary in amplitude. At higher light levels individual bumps summate however, is temporary because clusters can associate to form larger
to form the receptor potential (Dodge et al. 1968). For such a clusters. As a result of the competition between bump shrinkage
‘‘shot noise’’ process, the mean and variance of the excitatory and regrowth, there is at any given moment an exponential distribu-
conductance of a cell under steady illumination can be related tion of cluster sizes (Knight 1973) and bump amplitudes (Barlow
to the properties of individual bumps by the following pair of and Kaplan 1977).
equations We represent the transduction of light into bumps in the nth

ommatidium by a Poisson shot-noise process Pln(t), which gener-g
V E Å lU rTra

V
(6)
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ates bumps of random amplitude ân at random times of photon The output of the last stage gives the light-modulated excitatory
conductance gEn(t) of the ommatidium.absorption t̂n with a rate ln(t) that is a fixed percentage of the

incident light intensity In(t). Note that this is a nonhomogeneous LATERAL INHIBITION gLIn(t). Excitatory photoresponses drive an
process because the rate changes as In(t) changes (Shanmugan and inhibitory network of eccentric cells whose properties have been
Breipohl 1988). We select the amplitude of each bump ân that well described in the classic work of Hartline, Ratliff, and col-
occurs at time t from an exponential distribution having an instanta- leagues. By measuring the interactions among individual omma-
neous mean value an(t), which constantly changes in response to tidia, Hartline and Ratliff (1957, 1958) found that the steady-state
the incident light intensity In(t). That is, an(t) shrinks over time in firing rate r

V n of the nth ommatidium is equal to its uninhibited
proportion to the fraction of the available clusters being activated. response e

V n minus inhibitory influences of its N 0 1 neighbors.
We model bump shrinkage as This relationship can be expressed by the following set of piece-

wise linear equations
Shrinkage Å 0FPln

(t)

gn(t)
G where Pln

(t) Å ∑
i

aP nrd(t 0 t
O n) (12)

rV n Å FeV n 0 ∑
N

nxm

knmr(rV m 0 ro
nm)/G/,

where hats (ˆ) indicate random variables. If, for example, excited
rhodopsin molecules activate one-half of the available clusters,

z/ Å Hz if z ú 0

0 otherwise n Å 1, . . , N
(20)then the bump amplitude shrinks toward one-half its previous value

in the next time step. However, to maintain constant bump ampli-
tude under steady illumination, an(t) must also grow as

where superscript / is an operator that ensures nonnegative firing
Growth Å G[an(t)] (13) rates. The amount of inhibition exerted by neighboring ommatid-

ium m on n depends on its steady-state firing rate rV m , its threshold
We assume that the growth of bump amplitude G[an(t)] is a func- ro

nm to inhibit n, and its coefficient of inhibitory action knm on n.
tion of only the current bump amplitude an(t) rather than the bump The matrix knm represents the configuration of the inhibitory field
rate ln(t), and determine its value from a look-up table of steady- of the nth ommatidium. Although the inhibitory field contains non-
state growth rates that exactly compensate for the shrinkage rate. uniformities, they are small and do not significantly affect optic
That is, we set the growth and shrinkage rates equal and compute nerve firing rates r

V n computed in response to stationary patterns of
the table by solving Eq. 12 using a range of mean bump amplitudes illumination (Barlow and Quarles 1975). For spatially uniform
a
V

whose values are specified by Eq. 10. Combining the processes stimuli, the uninhibited, eV n , and inhibited, rV n , responses of all om-
of bump shrinkage and growth, we represent the dynamics of adap- matidia are essentially the same and related to one another by a
tation of bump amplitude an(t) to time-varying illumination with constant of proportionality K / 1, where K is the sum of coeffi-
the following differential equation cients in the inhibitory weight matrix knm . Barlow and Lange (1974)

later modified Eq. 20 to include a nonlinear dependence of K ondan

dt
Å 0S an

amax
DrPln

(t) / G[an] (14) the level of excitation.
We implement a time-dependent version of the original Hartline-

Ratliff formulation (Ratliff et al. 1963). We approximate the com-
We have not included in this formulation slow mechanisms of light plex waveform of lateral-inhibitory signals with a three-stage
adaptation that change the amplitude of bumps on time scales of Fuortes-Hodgkin model with each stage having the time constant
tens of seconds (Biederman-Thorson and Thorson 1971) because tLI . This description accounts for the relatively slow rise to peak
the stimuli in our experiments are comparatively short in duration. of the lateral-inhibitory potential (Coleman and Renninger 1974;
We have also not included the large regenerative bumps character- Knight et al. 1970; Ratliff et al. 1969). The three stages of lateral-
istic of the dark-adapted state (Barlow and Kaplan 1977) and the inhibitory conductance gLIn(t) yield the following differential equa-
nighttime state of the eye (Kaplan et al. 1990) because our experi- tions
ments are carried out during the day under ambient levels of illumi-
nation. dl1n

dt
Å 0

l1n

tLI

/ ∑
M

nxm

knmGLI fm(t) (21)We sum the individual quantum bumps to yield the excitatory
conductance gEn(t) using a four-stage version of the Fuortes and
Hodgkin (1964) bump integrator with each stage having the same dl2n

dt
Å

l1n
0 l2n

tLI

(22)
time constant tb . Note that the duration of individual bumps T is
6.4tb for a four-stage integrator (Wong and Knight 1980). Mea-
sured dispersions in the latencies of bumps are small (Wong et al. dl3n

dt
Å

l2n
0 l3n

tLI

(23)
1980) and not included in the model. We drive the four stages
of the Fuortes-Hodgkin model with the Poisson bump generator

gLIn
(t) Å l3n

(t) (24)yielding the following set of differential equations

where GLI is the conversion factor from inhibitory coefficients todb1n

dt
Å 0

b1n

tb

/ Pln
(t) (15) inhibitory conductances, and fm(t) are the times of firing of model

ommatidium m. The unitary inhibitory coefficients knm in our model
comprise a 256 1 256 matrix that is computed based on the func-db2n

dt
Å

b1n
0 b2n

tb

(16) tional dependence of k on the distance between ommatidia, given
by a broad Gaussian function of scale si and sj in the horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively, that has a narrow Gaussiandb3n

dt
Å

b2n
0 b3n

tb

(17) crater (Barlow 1969). We assume the ommatidial units are arranged
in a square 16 1 16 array and compute each knm with the following
equationdb4n

dt
Å

b3n
0 b4n

tb

(18)

knm } KLIFexpS0 i2

s2
i

0 j2

s2
j
D 0 exp(0i2 0 j2)G (25)

gEn
(t) Å b4n

(t) (19)
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where the horizontal separation between ommatidia n and m is mate lV by taking advantage of the relationship between the state
of bump adaptation and the characteristics of retinal noise ex-measured as i columns, and the vertical separation is measured as

j rows. After computing the matrix of coefficients, we rescale their pressed in Eq. 7. Specifically, we assume that the variability in the
firing rate of optic nerve impulses under steady illumination reflectsvalues so that the total inhibition converging on each unit is KLI .

For the simulation reported here, we assigned unit amplitude and noise generated by random fluctuations in the number and ampli-
tude of bumps (Kaplan and Barlow 1975). We then adjust the meanunit width to the central crater in Eq. 25 (Brodie et al. 1978b) and

scaled the broad function equally in the vertical and horizontal bump rate lV until the coefficient of variation of firing rate computed
by the model matches that recorded from single nerve fibers of andirections (i.e., si Å sj Å sLI Å 4 ommatidia).
experimental eye in a given lighting environment.SELF INHIBITION gSIn(t). Ommatidia in the lateral eye inhibit not

To simulate phototransduction noise, we must generate two ran-only their neighbors but themselves as well. Every action potential
dom numbers for each bump: one to set the interval between bumpsfired by an eccentric cell feeds back an inhibitory postsynaptic poten-
and the other to set the amplitude of a bump. In our experiments,tial onto itself that reduces its likelihood of firing another spike in
mean bump rates lV typically range from Ç104 bumps/s in thethe immediate future (Purple and Dodge 1966; Stevens 1964). Self-
laboratory to Ç106 bumps/s outdoors. Simulation of such highinhibition was not explicitly included in the original Hartline-Ratliff
rates is a tremendous computational burden that we avoid by firstequations (1958), resulting in their overestimate of the strength of
replacing the bump generator term Pln(t) in Eqs. 14 and 15 withlateral inhibition KLI . We treat the self-inhibitory conductance gSIn(t)
ln(t)ran(t) to compute a noise-free response. We then create bumpsas a decaying exponential function having a strength KSI and time
at a lower rate and correspondingly greater amplitude withoutconstant tSI yielding the following differential equation
changing the kinetics of bump adaptation and add the noise to the
noise-free response. This allows the model to simulate the dynamicdgSIn

dt
Å 0

gSIn

tSI

/ GSI fn(t) (26)
response of the receptor potential to time-varying stimuli in an
efficient and accurate manner over a wide range of light levels.

where GSI is the strength of self inhibition in terms of an equivalent In solving the differential equations of the model, we use a brief
conductance and fn(t) are the times of firing of ommatidium n. time step (dt Å 0.2 ms) to achieve high resolution in times of spike

firings. This step is sufficiently short that time-dependent variables
can be accurately computed using a simple Euler method, but weEncoding retinal signals with trains of optic
used a two-stage modified Euler method for solving the equivalentnerve impulses
circuit (Eqs. 4 and 5). The duration of time steps is also relevant

Initial studies of the Limulus eye showed that the spike-firing to the specification of model input, which for us is often a video
mechanism linearly converts voltage at the soma to frequency of movie digitized at 20 frames/s. For such movies, we linearly inter-
nerve impulses (Fuortes 1959; MacNichol 1956). The conversion polate successive frames to avoid sudden changes in light intensity.
factor over the physiological range is about 1 impulse/s per milli- In summary, our cell-based model of the Limulus lateral eye
volt (mV) of depolarization of the soma above a firing threshold combines previous models of retinal mechanisms in an equivalent
of 1 mV (Barlow and Kaplan 1977). More recent studies report electrical circuit that converts a temporal sequence of optically
that the conversion factor may increase to 2–7 impulses/s/mV at transformed images into arrays of optic nerve activities, or ‘‘neural
high levels of depolarization (ú15 mV) (Renninger et al. 1988). images’’ (Laughlin 1981; Passaglia et al. 1997), over a wide range
Because inhibitory signals in the axon hillock are attenuated when of daytime illumination conditions. Table 1 lists the values of
they reach recording sites in the soma, the conversion factor S the 10 model parameters, and the legend briefly describes their
and threshold Vo of the voltage-to-frequency converter in the axon functional significance.
hillock are undoubtedly ú1 impulse/s/mV and 1 mV, respectively.

We use a simple integrate-and-fire model (Knight 1972) to en-
E X P E R I M E N T A L P R O C E D U R E Scode the generator potential £An(t) into a train of nerve impulses

fn(t). The form of this model is given by the following differential Animals
equation

We performed experiments during the summer at the Marine
Biological Laboratory (Woods Hole, MA) and the winter at Syra-dFn

dt
Å Sr[£An

(t) 0 Vo] 0 FoV, where V Å H1, if Fn ú Fo

0 otherwise
(27)

cuse University (Syracuse, NY) on male horseshoe crabs measuring
15–20 cm across the carapace. Female crabs were avoided because
their abundant supply of eggs impairs surgical isolation of opticwhere Fn(t) is an internal variable of the spike encoder and Fo is
nerve fibers. We acquired animals from the MBL all year and fromits internal firing threshold that is set to yield a conversion rate of
the Gulf Specimens Company (Panacea, FL) during the winter.1 impulse/mV. We adjust the sensitivity S of the encoder once
Our measurements revealed no differences in the two populationskinetic parameters have been set so that the rate at which Fn(t)
of crabs. Animals were maintained under natural lighting condi-crosses Fo matches the recorded firing rate. Times of threshold
tions in ocean water in Woods Hole and circulating artificial seawa-crossings give fn(t).
ter (Instant Ocean, Aquarium Systems, Eastlake, OH) in Syracuse.
They were fed fresh clams biweekly and used within 2 mo ofSetting initial conditions arrival.

Because all animals are not equally sensitive to light and daytime
light levels can vary over several orders of magnitude, we must Optic nerve recording
specify for each simulation the mean bump rate lV that sets the
operating point, or state of adaptation of an eye. Direct measure- Details of the recording technique are described by Herzog et

al. (1993). In brief, we secured the animal to a rotatable woodenment of lV requires precise information about the transmission of
light through the corneal apparatus, the absorption of photons by platform and exposed its optic nerve by cutting a 2-cm circular

hole in the carapace anterior to the eye. The tongue of a nylonthe rhabdomere of photoreceptors, and the quantum efficiency of
excitation for absorbed photons. Because it is not possible to mea- recording chamber was then slid under the uncut nerve, and cotton

was placed in open slots to prevent fluid leakage. We filled thesure these quantities with precision, we cannot determine lV directly
from measurements of the absolute light intensity. Instead we esti- chamber with saline (pH 7.4) and carefully removed the sheath
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TABLE 1. Parameters of the cell-based model of the Limulus lateral eye for simulating optic nerve responses of three experimental
eyes and the standard eye

Parameter Units Effect Eye I Eye II Eye III Standard Eye SIg SIb

lU bumps/s * 50,000 50,000 150,000 50,000 0.1 0
Dr degrees c 4.7 5.4 6.1 6.1 1 1
tb s g 0.024 0.018 0.010 0.016 1 0
amax mS d 0.75 0.50 1 0.75 0.6 0.9
KLI a 4 4.5 4 4 0.5 0.4
sLI b 4 4 4 4 1 0.6
tLI s f 0.07 0.10 0.080 0.07 0.7 0.1
KSI e 2 2 3 2 0.3 0.8
tSI s d 0.14 0.20 0.16 0.20 0.4 0.7
S impulses/s/mV * 8.3 9.8 12.8 9.2 0 0

Letters refer to features of the spatiotemporal transfer function in Fig. 6 most affected by the parameter; asterisks indicate parameters having nonspecific
affects on the transfer function. Sensitivity indexes for drifting gratings (SIg) were calculated as the percent change in the affected feature divided by
the percent change in the value of the modified parameter (50%). Sensitivity indexes for moving crab-size bars (SIb) were calculated by integrating the
difference between the average response computed with the standard value of a parameter and a 50% increase in its value, and then normalizing the
result by that of the parameter having the maximal effect. lU , mean bump rate; Dr, acceptance angle; tb, bump time constant; amax, maximum bump
amplitude; KLI, strength of lateral inhibition; sLI, space scale of inhibitory field; tLI, time constant of lateral inhibition; KSI, strength of self inhibition;
tSI, time constant of self inhibition; S, sensitivity of spike encoder.

encapsulating the nerve. Critical to surgical success was the expedi- contrast (10%) across the monitor located 4.5 cm from the eye.
We presented the gratings at different spatial (0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, andent removal of this sheath because blood quickly clots inside the

vessel walls, starving tissue of oxygen and other nutrients. Using 32 cycles/screen) and temporal (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2 cycles/
s) frequencies for 60 s each. Allowing the flat screen to approximatefine probes, we gently teased free a single active fiber from the

optic nerve and guided it into the polished tip of a microsuction a curved surface, the spatial frequencies are equivalent to 0.005,
0.008, 0.012, 0.021, 0.040, 0.079, and 0.157 cycles/deg, respec-electrode housed in the chamber. With practice, even the delicate

efferent fibers in the nerve remained active. The chamber was tively. This approximation holds for the center of the visual field
but underestimates the spatial frequency in the periphery. The sen-sealed with a water-tight nylon plug, and a small tube carrying a

continuous supply of fresh Ringer was inserted through a hole in sitivity of the eye to gratings drifting at higher temporal frequencies
(ú2 Hz) was not possible to measure because the recorded neuronthe plug to maintain the stability of the recording over a long

period of time. We located the recorded ommatidium in the array tended to synchronize its discharges to particular phases of the
periodic stimulus. We circumvented this problem by flickering bothof retinal receptors by moving a fiber-optic lightpipe (70 mm diam)

along the corneal surface. We selected for analysis only those a small 67 spot and the entire screen for 240 s with a sum of
multiple sinusoids (Victor et al. 1977). The wave numbers (2, 5,ommatidia having optic axes within 10 and 307 from the horizontal

and vertical meridians of the eye, respectively. The ‘‘wired’’ ani- 11, 19, and 31 cycles) of the sinusoids were carefully chosen so
that harmonic and combination frequencies were nonoverlapping.mal was submerged in a glass-sided saltwater tank housed in a

light-proof, shielded cage. The repeat period (2, 4, and 8 s) of the sinusoids was selected to
adequately sample the entire transfer function, and their amplitudes
were set to yield about the same response modulation at the stimu-Stimulus presentation and data acquisition
lation frequencies (Brodie et al. 1978b).

A fully automated system created the visual stimuli and recorded We analyzed optic nerve responses by demodulating recorded
the times of impulses of optic nerve fibers (VENUS, model 1010, spike trains with a second-order low-pass filter having a time con-
Neuroscientific, Farmingdale, NY, and Electronics Shop, The stant of 10 ms and then sampling the resulting waveforms at 128
Rockefeller University). The animal viewed the stimuli on a display Hz. We estimated response amplitude using the method of least
monitor (Model 608, Tektronics, Beaverton, OR) through the glass squares with a fitting function composed of the mean, fundamental,
window in the tank. The monitor was placed at a fixed distance and second harmonic of the stimulus frequencies. Data were dis-
(4.5 or 9 cm) from the eye and positioned so that the optic axis of carded if the second harmonic was ú20% of the fundamental,
the recorded neuron was aligned perpendicular with the center of indicating the presence of phase locking. We computed the gain
its screen (10 cm high, 13 cm wide). At such distances the screen of the eye by normalizing the percent modulation of firing rate
filled ú75% of the inhibitory field of the recorded ommatidium with the contrast of the stimulus. Because the small spot stimulus
(Barlow 1969). Optic nerve signals were amplified (ISR Electronics did not completely fill the excitatory center of the recorded neuron,
Shop, Syracuse University) and discriminated electronically measurements using small spots were scaled to match the peak
(World Precision Instruments, New Haven, CT). We discontinued gain measured using sinusoidal gratings.
trials if the mean firing rate decreased more than 10%. Before data Spike trains recorded in response to gratings of low spatiotempo-
collection, we calibrated the system (Pin-10DP photodiode, United ral frequencies were also used for analyzing stochastic fluctuations
Detectors Technology, Hawthorne, CA) so that the output of the in firing rate. We demodulated these trains by computing the recip-
monitor scaled linearly between Ç5 and 90% of its maximum rocal of the interval between spikes and then sampling the resulting
value. The system was not driven outside this range. waveforms at 128 Hz. The random component was extracted by

An experiment consisted of multiple trials beginning with a subtracting stimulus-driven components, and its power spectrum
minute of exposure to the mean light intensity (45 cd/m2) of the was estimated using the method of overlapping periodograms
stimulus display followed by a 15- to 30-min presentation of time- (Welch 1967).
varying stimulus patterns. MOVING CRAB-SIZE OBJECTS. In addition to gratings and flicker,

we recorded responses of optic nerve fibers to a horizontally elon-DRIFTING GRATINGS AND FLICKER. We measured the integ-
rative properties of the eye by drifting sinusoidal gratings of fixed gated bar of fixed contrast (020 or 040% with respect to back-
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FIG. 4. Stages of analysis of model computations. A: firing rate recorded from an optic nerve fiber in response to a drifting
sinusoidal grating having a spatial frequency of 0.016 cycles/deg and temporal frequency of 1 Hz. B: firing rate computed
for an optic nerve fiber in the model eye in response to the same drifting grating. C: firing rate of an optic nerve fiber
predicted by the model in response to a simulated crablike object moving across the visual field. D: firing rate of an optic
nerve fiber subsequently recorded in response to the simulated crablike object. Top and bottom traces give responses of an
optic nerve fiber to multiple presentations of the stimulus and its average response, respectively.

ground) moving repeatedly for 90 s across the monitor placed 9 spatiotemporal frequencies, whereas eye II was the most
cm from the eye. The moving bar is an abstraction of an adult responsive to low spatiotemporal frequencies. These experi-
horseshoe crab. Its height (1.35 or 2.7 cm) and width (2.7 or 4.5 ments were conducted with animals in the laboratory primar-
cm) corresponds to a crab located 60 or 100 cm away, and its ily for the purpose of evaluating the model. Computational
velocity (1, 2, 4, and 8 cm/s) simulates a crab moving below (6.6 studies of animals moving in their natural underwater habitatcm/s), at (13.3 and 26.6 cm/s), and above (53.3 cm/s) its normal

are presented elsewhere (Passaglia et al. 1997).swimming speed (Herzog 1994). We demodulated the recorded
spike train by computing the reciprocal of the interval between

Response properties of the eyespikes and sampling the resulting waveform at 128 Hz. Several
presentations were averaged to estimate the noise-free response of

SPATIAL TRANSFER FUNCTION. The lateral eye is not equally
the eye to the crablike objects. We then cross-correlated the average sensitive to all spatial frequencies. Rather, it exhibits maxi-recorded response with individual responses of the optic nerve

mal gain for spatial frequencies in the range of 0.01–0.03fiber and with the average response computed by the model to
cycles/deg (Fig. 5A). It exhibits such spatial tuning in re-quantitatively assess the accuracy of model predictions.
sponse to sinusoidal gratings drifting at rates below 1–2 Hz
and loses its tuning properties at higher temporal frequen-Model computations
cies. Above 2 Hz, the spatial transfer function flattens, and

We carried out model computations in four sequential stages. the eye exhibits properties of a low-pass filter with a cutoff
Figure 4 illustrates sample records from each of the stages. First, frequency of Ç0.10 cycles/deg. Because of phase locking
we measured an eye’s spatiotemporal transfer function by re- of optic nerve impulses with the stimulus, we could not
cording the discharge of a single optic nerve fiber in response to reliably measure spatial transfer functions above 4 Hz with
drifting gratings (Fig. 4A, top) and flickering light. The eye’s dy- drifting gratings. We conclude that the Limulus eye isnamic response was estimated by averaging the single fiber re-

broadly tuned for relatively large, slow-moving objects.sponses to repeated presentations of the stimulus (Fig. 4A, bottom),
Optical and neural mechanisms of the eye determine theand the eye’s noise characteristics were estimated by power spec-

shape of the spatial transfer function. At low spatial frequen-trum analysis of the difference between the average response and
cies (õ0.01 cycles/deg), individual cycles of the sinusoidalindividual ones for select stimuli (not shown). Second, we deter-

mined values for model parameters by matching average and differ- gratings more than fill the acceptance angle of an ommatid-
ence records computed by the model for gratings and flicker with ium (4.5–77) maximally exciting the recorded neuron. How-
those recorded from the nerve fiber (Fig. 4B). Third, we used the ever, the wide gratings also evoke lateral-inhibitory signals
parameter values to predict responses of a 16 1 16 array of optic of nearly equal magnitude from neighboring ommatidia that
nerve fibers to a moving bar having the size and speed of an oppose the excitatory signal, reducing the eye’s response to
adult horseshoe crab (Fig. 4C). And fourth, we compared responses slowly changing stimuli. The strength of lateral inhibitionrecorded from the single nerve fiber with those computed for

thus affects the gain of the eye at low spatiotemporal fre-the corresponding neuron in the model for the same visual scenes
quencies (Fig. 6, arrow a). As spatial frequency increases,(Fig. 4D).
the amplitude of the inhibitory signal evoked by the drifting
grating decreases because multiple cycles of the stimulus

R E S U L T S
oscillate within the inhibitory fields of ommatidia, canceling
time-dependent inhibitory interactions in the retinal network.Experiments were performed on 12 lateral eyes in as many

animals. We present here complete analyses of model com- As a consequence, the gain increases with spatial frequency
at a rate dependent on the spatial extent of the inhibitoryputations for three of the eyes (I, 022196; II, 022696; III,

031296) whose integrative properties spanned the observed field (Fig. 6, arrow b). The configurations of inhibitory fields
in our experiments were well approximated by a crateredrange of variation among the horseshoe crabs used in this

study. Eyes I and III differed the most in sensitivity to high Gaussian function having a width at half-maximum ofÇ547,
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FIG. 5. A: spatial transfer functions measured from 3 experimental eyes (I, II, and III) in response to vertically oriented
sinusoidal gratings drifting at 0.5 (j), 1 (m), and 2 Hz (l). Gain is the ratio of the percent modulation of firing rate to that
of the incident light intensity. B: temporal transfer functions of the 3 eyes in response to flickering small-spot (s) and full-
field (●) stimulation. Eyes I and III differed most in gain at high temporal frequencies, and eye II had the greatest gain at
low temporal frequencies among the 12 animals in the study. Solid lines were computed by the cell-based model of each
eye. C: power spectra of spike-rate fluctuations recorded (●) from the 3 eyes. Solid lines gives the power spectra of spike
trains computed by the model. Power is expressed as variance normalized by the mean-squared firing rate. This analysis
defined a set of parameter values used in all future model simulations regarding a given experimental eye.

which is equivalent to 9 ommatidia because their optic axes erties of the receptor that the spot stimulates, whereas re-
diverge by Ç67 (Barlow et al. 1984; Herzog and Barlow sponses to full-field stimuli include those of the inhibitory
1992). Such a configuration agrees with previous inhibitory network as well (Knight et al. 1970; Ratliff et al. 1967,
field maps (Barlow 1969; Brodie et al. 1978b). Beyond the 1969). For both small-spot and full-field conditions, the gain
peak, the gain of the eye falls sharply because the Ç67 of the eye increases monotonically with temporal frequency
acceptance angle of the optical apparatus (Barlow et al. to a peak in the region of 3–6 Hz and then falls sharply.
1980) filters fine patterns of light, limiting the spatial acuity Over a large range of temporal frequencies (0.5–16 Hz), the
of the animal (Fig. 6, arrow c). gain is greater than one, indicating that the eye amplifies the

The spatial band-pass tuning conferred by the optics and stimulus in its output. We typically measured peak gains of
lateral-inhibitory network diminishes with increasing tempo- up to 5–10, with the eye showing greater sensitivity to small
ral frequency because synaptic delays shift the phase of in- spots at low temporal frequencies and large spots at interme-
hibitory signals relative to that of excitatory signals. The diate frequencies. We conclude that the Limulus eye is mark-
shift in phase can ‘‘disinhibit’’ retinal neurons enhancing edly tuned for light oscillating at temporal frequencies in
the eye’s response to temporal frequencies corresponding to the range of 4–6 Hz.
one-half the synaptic delay for inhibition (Ratliff et al. 1967). Dynamic interactions of phototransduction, self inhibition,
Amplification by lateral inhibition is evident in the temporal and lateral inhibition shape the temporal transfer function.
transfer functions presented next. Bump adaptation and self inhibition (KSI of Ç2–3) combine

to reduce the amplitude of the eye’s response to slowlyTEMPORAL TRANSFER FUNCTION. The lateral eye is not
modulated spots of light (Fig. 6, arrow e). Lateral inhibitionequally sensitive to all temporal frequencies either. It is max-
(KLI of Ç4) further decreases its response to larger areas ofimally responsive to both small-spot (s) and full-field (●)
stimulation, i.e., low spatial frequency (Fig. 6, arrow a).flicker of intermediate temporal frequencies (Fig. 5B). Re-

sponses to small-spot stimuli reflect only the excitatory prop- These relatively slow mechanisms become less effective at
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noise spectra should be compared because we equated their
total variance in setting the mean bump rate lV .

We note that the spatial and temporal transfer functions
shown in Fig. 5 agree well with those reported previously
for intact eyes (Batra 1983; Batra and Barlow 1990; Brodie
et al. 1978b). These authors fit their transfer functions with
analytic models having the same transduction mechanisms
as our cell-based model but required an arbitrary scaling
factor ‘‘M’’ to match empiric measurements. The M-factor
compensated for frequency-independent mechanisms not in-
cluded in their models, such as changes in membrane resis-

FIG. 6. Schematic spatial and temporal transfer functions illustrate with tance with light level and thresholds for spike firing (Knight
arrows the major features affected by changes in model parameters. Letters et al. 1970). Our cell-based implementation of the Hartline-
refer to parameters listed in Table 1. Ratliff equations, however, does not allow for arbitrary scal-

ing of model computations because it incorporates all of the
higher temporal frequencies, allowing the gain to reach its major physiological, anatomic, and biophysical mechanisms
maximum value. The rate of growth (Fig. 6, arrow d) and known to operate in the eye. To achieve the high gains that
frequency of maximum gain (Fig. 6, arrow f ) depend on have been measured from the eye, we must include in the
the time constants of bump adaptation, self inhibition (tSI model an electrogenic ion pump that acts near the spike-
of Ç0.1–0.15 s), and lateral inhibition (tLI of Ç0.07–0.1 initiation site and generates a small hyperpolarizing current
s). The finite duration of bumps (tb of Ç0.01–0.02 s) limits in response to nerve impulses the cell fires (Fohlmeister et
the ability of ommatidia to follow rapid changes in light al. 1977; Smith et al. 1968). Because the spike-initiation site
intensity, thereby attenuating the gain at high temporal fre- is electrically remote from the soma, the current is not readily
quencies (Fig. 6, arrow g). recorded by a microelectrode. The ionic pump increases the

overall responsivity of the eye without affecting its spatio-NOISE SPECTRUM. The power spectrum of random fluctua-
temporal properties.tions in optic nerve firing rate is also shaped by the response

Modest changes in the values of many model parametersproperties of the eye. In all three experimental eyes, noise
do not significantly influence the shape of transfer functions.power increased slightly with temporal frequency and then
To quantify this, we varied each parameter individually byfell precipitously at 4–5 Hz (Fig. 5C). The frequency of
50% of its standard value and computed its ‘‘sensitivitymaximum noise power corresponded to that of maximal gain
index’’ for drifting gratings (Table 1). The sensitivity indexfor flickering small-spot stimuli (Fig. 5B). The random fluc-
is defined as the fractional change in the specific feature oftuations in firing rate result largely from the stochastic arrival
the transfer function most affected by the modified parameterof photons that generate bumps, with a minor contribution
(Fig. 6). Examination of Table 1 shows that the spatiotempo-at low temporal frequencies from asynchronous inhibitory
ral response properties of the eye are sensitive to changesinput from neighboring ommatidia (Shapley 1971a,b). The
in acceptance angle, inhibitory field configuration, and bumpcoefficient-of-variation of the noise, given by the standard
duration. The fractional change in the appropriate featuredeviation of the instantaneous firing rate relative to the mean
was identical to the fractional change in value of these pa-rate, was 0.06, 0.11, and 0.07 for eyes I–III, respectively,
rameters, i.e., the sensitivity index was one. This is becauseat the level of illumination in our laboratory experiments.

TABLE 2. Comparison of model computations and
Determination of parameter values for the model experimental recordings in Figs. 6 and 7 for responses

of eyes I, II, and III to crab-size barsTable 1 lists the values of model parameters used in simu-
lating optic nerve responses of experimental eyes I–III. The

m
V
∗e

V
m∗m

V
e∗e

V
m
V
∗m

Vspatial and temporal transfer functions computed by the
model using these values are given by solid lines in Fig. IA 0.967 0.895 { 0.011 0.948 { 0.019 0.975 (IIA)

IIA 0.956 0.922 { 0.008 0.923 { 0.035 0.972 (IIIA)5, A and B. The computed transfer functions match those
IIIA 0.977 0.936 { 0.011 0.969 { 0.007 0.963 (IA)measured for all three eyes with the possible exception of
IB 0.972 0.923 { 0.014 0.972 { 0.012 0.976 (IIB)eye III. The model predicted lower gains at the peak of the IIB 0.976 0.939 { 0.011 0.956 { 0.014 0.982 (IIIB)

temporal transfer function of this eye. The discrepancy may IIIB 0.984 0.948 { 0.008 0.975 { 0.006 0.978 (IB)
IC 0.983 0.928 { 0.013 0.972 { 0.009 0.969 (IIC)result from overestimating the peak gain of the recorded
IIC 0.990 0.949 { 0.015 0.974 { 0.007 0.974 (IIIC)neuron because of weak phase locking in its spike train or
IIIC 0.970 0.969 { 0.008 0.981 { 0.006 0.989 (IC)from an incompletely characterized mechanism in the lateral

eyes of some animals, such as a delay in self inhibition, Values in m∗m
V

and e∗e
V

are means { SD. Crab-size bars were moving
which would boost the gain at temporal frequencies recipro- at 4 cm/s (A), 8 cm/s (B), and 16 cm/s (C). m, model computations; e,

experimental recordings; m
V
∗e

V
, correlation coefficient of average computedcal to about twice the delay (Ratliff et al. 1969). Power

and recorded responses for the same eye; m∗m
V
, mean correlation coefficientspectra computed by the model also match well those mea-

of individual computed responses and their combined average for the samesured from the experimental eyes (solid lines in Fig. 5C), eye; e∗e
V
, mean correlation coefficients of individual recorded responses

except for a slightly reduced amount of power at low tempo- with their combined average for the same eye; m
V
∗m

V
, correlation coefficient

of average computed responses of different eyes.ral frequencies. Only the shapes of computed and recorded
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no other mechanisms affect these features of the transfer standable because the steady-state response of the eye de-
pends logarithmically on light intensity (Eq. 9). Insensitivityfunction. The spatiotemporal response properties are, on the

other hand, less sensitive to comparable changes in mean to halving of self-inhibitory parameters suggests that self
inhibition is not a finely tuned element of the eye’s design.bump rate and the time constant and strength of self inhibi-

tion. The eye is about threefold less sensitive to these param- Note also that changes in more than one parameter of the
eters. Insensitivity to halving of the mean bump rate is under- model often offset one another because many parameters

affect overlapping regions of the transfer function.

Computed responses to simulated moving crab-size objects

Having determined parameter values for the experimental
eyes, we can now predict their optic nerve responses to
repeated presentations of a simplified underwater scene. The
scene consists of a horizontally elongated bar, having the
size and contrast of an adult horseshoe crab, moving at dif-
ferent velocities across a uniform background. Figure 7 plots
the individual responses and average response computed for
a single nerve fiber in each of the three eyes. The computed
firing rate first decreases as the dark bar crossed the neuron’s
field of view and then momentarily increases on leaving its
view. The relative modulation of firing rate predicted by the
model was 31, 46, and 34% for the slow speed (A), 48, 75,
and 54% for the medium speed (B), and 67, 97, and 80%
for the fast speed (C). Increasing the velocity of the stimulus
selectively enhances the amplitude of responses to leading
and trailing edges of the simulated crab. This ‘‘edge’’ en-
hancement boosted the relative modulation of firing rate by
300% (2- to 6-fold) in moving from the slowest to fastest
velocity. Over this range of velocities, the duration of re-
sponses to the leading and trailing edges was halved from
0.6 to 0.3 s.

Responses computed by the model for the three eyes
to moving crab-size objects are surprisingly similar even
though the eyes did not have identical properties. Correla-
tion coefficients between average responses of different
eyes were consistently above 0.95 at all 3 speeds, whereas
those between individual responses of the same eye and
their combined average were consistently below 0.95 (Ta-
ble 2). Hence the intrinsic variability of individual re-
sponses of the same eye resulting from transduction noise
is larger than the small differences in average responses
of different model eyes.

Accuracy of model predictions

We evaluated the accuracy of model predictions by re-
cording from single optic nerve fibers while presenting the
same underwater scenes to experimental eyes. Figure 8 plots
the individual and average responses of a neuron in each of
the three eyes to the crab-size object moving at the same
three velocities as before. The recorded firing rate first de-
creased and then momentarily increased in response to the

FIG. 7. Computed responses of optic nerve fibers to simulated crab-size
objects. A, left: firing rate of a neuron in model eyes I (top traces), II (middle
traces), and III (bottom traces) in response to a horizontally elongated bar
(4.5 cm wide, 2.25 cm tall, 035% contrast) moving at 4 cm/s at a distance
of 9 cm from the eye. Three stimulus presentations are shown. Right:
average computed response after 10 presentations. B, left: firing rate of
single neurons in the 3 model eyes for a bar moving at 8 cm/s. Right:
average computed response after 20 stimulus presentations. C, left: firing
rate of single neurons in the 3 model eyes for a bar moving at 16 cm/s.
Right: Average computed response after 40 stimulus presentations.
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moving dark bar, as predicted for the corresponding omma- Indeed, not only was the overall shape of recorded responses
to moving bars predicted by the model, but also the randomtidium in the model (compare with Fig. 7). The relative

modulation of firing rate recorded from the three experimen- fluctuations in recorded spike rate.
There are, nonetheless, detectable differences between av-tal eyes was 31, 48, and 38% for the slowest speed, 47, 73,

and 50% for the medium speed, and 64, 99, and 75% for erage computed and recorded responses. For example, com-
puted transients are slightly more abrupt than those recordedthe fastest speed in good agreement with model simulations.
from the eye. To assess the accuracy of model predictions,
differences must be viewed in relation to the intrinsic noise
level in single optic nerve fibers, because averaging is not
an option under natural conditions. The mean correlation
coefficient between individually recorded responses of the
three eyes and their combined average was 0.95, 0.97, and
0.97 at the three stimulus velocities, whereas the correlation
coefficients between average recorded and computed re-
sponses were 0.97, 0.98, and 0.98, respectively (Table 2).
That is, average responses of the recorded neuron to dark
bars moving at different velocities are as correlated with
those computed by the model as with individually recorded
responses. Hence one cannot distinguish between responses
of the model and the eye without significant averaging to
remove noise.

D I S C U S S I O N

Our main objective was to develop a cell-based model of
the Limulus lateral eye that predicts with precision the eye’s
input to the brain. We outlined a procedure for computing
patterns of activity in arrays of optic nerve fibers and for
quantitatively evaluating the accuracy of the computations.
Theory and experiment were in good agreement. Average
responses of single optic nerve fibers to simple visual scenes
matched those predicted by the model better than their re-
sponses to individual presentations of the scenes. In other
words, random fluctuations in their firing rate masked small
discrepancies in computed responses that became apparent
only after significant averaging. Because the main purpose
of the model is to simulate optic nerve responses of crabs
in their natural habitat, such precision under well-controlled
conditions in the laboratory is more than sufficient for highly
variable conditions in the field. The cell-based model pre-
sented here is thus an accurate representation of the Limulus
eye in its daytime light-adapted state.

Uniqueness of model predictions

Having confidence in the validity of the model, to what
extent do computed patterns of optic nerve activity differ
among animals in response to the same visual scenes? Recall
in RESULTS that model simulations were carried out for three
experimental eyes whose spatiotemporal transfer functions
differed most among the animals in this study. Yet, differ-
ences in their average responses to moving bars were small
relative to the intrinsic variability of their individual re-

FIG. 8. Recorded responses of optic nerve fibers to simulated crab-size
objects. A, left: firing rate of a recorded neuron in crab eye I (top traces),
II (middle traces), and III (bottom traces) in response to the same bar as
in Fig. 5A moving at 4 cm/s. Three stimulus presentations are shown. Right:
average recorded response after 10 presentations. B, left: firing rate of the
same neurons to the bar moving at 8 cm/s. Right: average recorded responses
after 20 stimulus presentations. C, left: firing rate of the same neurons to
the bar moving at 16 cm/s. Right: average recorded responses after 40
stimulus presentations.
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FIG. 9. Temporal transfer functions mea-
sured from every animal of this study (nÅ 12) in
response to small-spot (left) and full-field (right)
flickering light. Note that the small-spot transfer
functions of the eyes are nearly identical below
Ç3 Hz but differ considerably at higher temporal
frequencies. Solid and dashed lines replot the
transfer functions reported for intact eyes by
Brodie et al. (1978b) and Batra and Barlow
(1990), respectively. Previous measurements en-
compass the range of variation of transfer func-
tions in our experiments.

sponses (Figs. 6 and 7), suggesting that the eyes encoded generate primarily low temporal frequencies (õ2 Hz), the
response of the eye was also fairly sensitive to the maxi-crablike bars in essentially the same manner. To further

investigate this point, Fig. 9 displays all of the temporal mum bump amplitude and the strength and time constant
of self inhibition. These slow-acting mechanisms togethertransfer functions measured in this study to small-spot flicker

together with those reported by Brodie et al. (1978b) and with the acceptance angle are thus important design param-
eters in the detection of crablike objects. Consistent withBatra and Barlow (1990). Notice that the transfer functions

measured from intact eyes by previous investigators encom- this notion, the low-frequency slope of the temporal trans-
fer functions in Fig. 9 appears highly conserved amongpass the observed range of variation in our animals. Most

of this variation is in the peak gain and high-frequency cut- animals. Conversely, the response of the standard eye was
largely unaffected by comparable changes in the rate andoff, which are determined largely by the duration of quantum

bumps (Wong 1978). Some lateral eyes, for example, have time constant of bumps and the time constant of lateral
inhibition (Fig. 10, bottom), even though the latter two hada peak gain of 4 at Ç4 Hz, as reported by Batra and Barlow,

whereas others have a peak gain of 8 at Ç6 Hz, as reported high sensitivity indexes with gratings (Table 1). This is
because these mechanisms affect the gain of the eye atby Brodie and colleagues. Below Ç3 Hz, the response char-

acteristics of all tested eyes were nearly identical. In this frequencies not present in a crablike stimulus. They thus
appear less important for signaling potential mates, consis-range of temporal frequencies, the slope of the transfer func-

tion, defined as the mean ratio ({SD) of response gains at tent with the large variability among eyes in their respon-
sivity to high temporal frequencies (Fig. 9). The function2 and 0.5 Hz, was consistently around 2.63 { 0.08. Because

a crab-size object moving at crab speed within the visual of these mechanisms may be to signal faster-moving stim-
uli in the horseshoe crab’s visual environment (Passagliarange of the animal generates temporal frequencies mostly

in this range of 0.5–2 Hz (Passaglia et al. 1997), all three et al. 1995) or to filter high-frequency noise.
sets of parameter values in Table 1 should yield similar
predictions of the eye’s response to such objects, as was Computed neural images of simulated crablike objects
observed (see Figs. 6 and 7). Consequently, we use a stan-
dard model of the Limulus lateral eye to compute patterns Arrays of optic nerve firing rates computed by the model

can be converted to a gray scale and mapped back to theirof optic nerve activity in cases where spatiotemporal transfer
functions are unavailable or unmeasurable. Parameter values appropriate location in the retina to form neural images of

the eye’s input to the brain. Figure 11, C and D, showsof the standard eye are listed in Table 1. Optic nerve re-
sponses computed with the standard model to crablike ob- computed neural images of optic nerve activity at a moment

in time in response to the moving high- and low-contrastjects of different contrast are essentially indistinguishable
from those of an experimental eye whose response properties crab-size objects, respectively. The leading and trailing

edges of the moving dark bar appear black and white, respec-had not been characterized (Fig. 11, A and B).
Because vision plays an important role in the animal’s tively, in the neural image. That is, the firing rate of a small

cluster of nearby neurons is reduced (black), whereas thatmating behavior, we examined the robustness of the eye’s
design in relation to this task. We quantified robustness of an adjacent cluster is elevated (white). The pattern of

optic nerve activity evoked by the high-contrast bar is easilyby computing sensitivity indexes (see RESULTS) for moving
crab-shaped bars. Table 1 lists the results of the analysis. seen against the background of maintained activity, which

appears neutral gray in the neural image. The signal-to-noiseComputed responses were most sensitive to changes in
scale of the acceptance function. A 50% increase in accep- ratio, defined as the mean response variance of neurons view-

ing the bar relative to those viewing the background, wastance angle significantly dampened the leading and trailing
edges of the response (Fig. 10, top). This is because the 9.0 for this snapshot.

Unlike the high-contrast object, the moving low-contraststimulus enters and leaves the field of view of an ommatid-
ium at a slower rate. Because slow-moving, crab-size bars one is barely visible in the neural image. The signal-to-noise
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ratio was over threefold less (2.7) for this snapshot. Random
fluctuations in firing rate obscure the weak pattern of neural
activity evoked by the light object. Object-independent fluc-
tuations in firing rate will be even larger in the animal’s
underwater environment (Passaglia et al. 1995). Yet, behav-
ioral studies show that male horseshoe crabs can see crablike
objects of similar size and contrast as those used in this
study almost equally well day and night (Herzog et al. 1996).
Passaglia et al. (1997) address how horseshoe crabs achieve
this seemingly remarkable visual performance.

In summary, retinal coding of visual behavior has been
under investigation since Hartline first isolated the spike
trains of individual nerve cells in the eye (Hartline and Gra-
ham 1932). For over 65 years, inferences have been made
about retinal processing as a whole from the vantage point
of single neurons. Multielectrode recordings from excised
retina promise to expand our knowledge about how ensem-
bles of retinal neurons transmit information (DeVries and
Baylor 1997; Meister 1996). Studies of retinal coding may
eventually progress to the point when the major portion of
the eye’s output can be recorded while animals perform a
behavioral task. In the meantime, we have developed a real-

FIG. 10. Responses of the lateral eye to a crab-size bar moving at crab istic computational model of the Limulus lateral eye that
speed are sensitive to some parameters and not others. A 50% increase in predicts the eye’s input to the brain in response to specified
the acceptance angle from its standard value caused the maximal change

scenes. To anticipate what future studies may learn aboutin response (top), whereas the same increase of bump duration had a mini-
retinal coding by ensembles of neurons in behaving animals,mal effect (bottom). Dashed lines are the original responses of the standard

model eye, and solid lines are the responses after modifying one of its it will be instructive to examine how the model responds
parameter values. to the collection of scenes that horseshoe crabs typically

encounter in their natural habitat.

FIG. 11. A: responses recorded from an op-
tic nerve fiber to a moving bar (4.5 cm wide,
2.25 cm tall, 4.5 cm distance, 2 cm/s velocity)
of high (035%, top traces) and low contrast
(010%, bottom traces). B: responses computed
for the corresponding neuron in the model us-
ing the parameters of the standard eye (Table
1). C and D: snapshots of the model input and
computed responses of the entire array of optic
nerve fibers for the high- and low-contrast
moving crablike bar, respectively. Computa-
tions used the parameters of the standard eye.
Black squares in the neural images indicate
neurons having a zero firing rate; white ones
indicate those having a firing rate of 18 im-
pulses/s.
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